Abstract

Objectives: The sheer amount of content available in cloud service providers (News, Social media, etc.) poses a fundamental problem for users: The excess amount of diverse information available for public access without regard to age, sex or other classifiers. Methods/Statistical analysis: Ability to filter and control this content while maintaining anonymity is a challenge which isn’t addressed properly yet. Findings: Previous Solutions proposed to tackle this need integration on either server-side or client-side. However, these solutions seem to have two major drawbacks the ability to maintain client anonymity from the content provider and the ability to integrate server-side filtering with client side filtering. Application/Improvements: In this paper a system is proposed that integrates secured content classification and content filtering based on trained data. Security is achieved by using the identity of the user generated from the initial contact point.
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1. Introduction

We live in an age of big data. With hundreds of millions of people spending countless hours on social media to share, communicate, connect, interact, and create user-generated data at an unprecedented rate, social media has become one unique source of big data. People share what they like, what they don’t like, pictures, movies, and many other things. People of all ages and gender are exposed to this content without any filter or regard to their psychological as well as moral impacts. In the past, the ability to filter this content to prevent exposure to unnecessary, vulgar, harmful and unwanted information has been explored deeply. What has been missing so far is the ability to filter this content while maintaining anonymity and privacy from the content provider?

We have found that most systems and proposed mechanisms that use machine learning Algorithms lack the security and privacy feature required by most users while filtering content. In a world where security and privacy have become a billion-dollar business the ability to know ones like and dislikes is not something to be seen lightly. Systems proposed previously expose the filtering requirements of users to content providers (i.e. Google, Facebook, Quora etc.) and this is mainly due to the fact that both the content and the filtering systems are provided by the content providers themselves.

The aim of this work is to propose a secured client side strategy that can enable filtering of contents available on content based and sharing sites and applications. This is achieved by moving the classifying algorithm from the server side to client side (i.e. the browser) and enabling encrypted access to third party and user clients whenever necessary. Moving the filtering and classification algorithms to the client side can provide a secure and fast classification by shielding the users feeling and filtering needs from the content owner.

*Author for correspondence
To show our proposed strategies we have built a Proof of concept system that integrates the filtering and security feature of the proposed strategy which is implemented as a web browser extension used to filter content from Facebook.com posts in a secure and privacy-preserving manner from the client side.

2. Architecture

The architecture of the system we propose is depicted below in Figure 1. As shown, the system will have 3 main layers implemented in different environments and technologies. In The First Layer classification model generator will handle all the necessary training data and dataset related issues with this regard this layer is the only layer implemented on server side to avoid redundancy and to minimize cost and efficacy factors it also has a security feature which is used to provide encryption feature for the generated data and authentication feature for users. This specific layer is the one responsible for generating a classification model that will be stored on the client side for later use. The second layer which is the main component of the overall filtering system is the filtering application which is responsible for extracting text from content provider/sharing sites, in addition, it also integrates the short text classification algorithm which will utilize the classification model. Users of the system Interact through the third layer of the architecture which is provided as an extension the browser which is a Graphical User Interface (GUI) based browser extension.

Steps of operation on the system is to filter unwanted content is explained here step by step and is pointed below on Figure 2. Operations involved for filtering certain content.

1. User provides filtering requirements through the extension popup — 1
2. Using the available training set the classification model generator will load and train the algorithm and generate the model in a JSON format. — 2
3. The classification model will be stored and made available in an encrypted format to the user using the information (which is provided during initial registration) as a key. — 3 - 5
4. Whenever a certain content based Paige is loaded into the browser the filtering apps loads the Document Object Model (DOM) and analyse the DOM to find content trees, and then the filtering module sends an array of short texts to the text classification module. — 1, 5
5. The text classification module load and decrypts the classification model. — 6
6. The classification model loads the classification (training) model after encrypting it to classify the extracted texts from the DOM and sends the result to the filtering module. —7, 8, 9,
7. The filtering module loads the filtering requirement from local storage and compares it to the results from the classification algorithm after which it will restructure the DOM on the content provider's page by deleting certain nodes from the DOM accordingly. —10

3. Classification Model Generator

This layer of the system is the part with will mainly be running on the back end side of the system. This layer will be responsible for training and generate different classification models used for text classification while filtering content.
This layer will have mainly of two modules the training algorithm which will consume the dataset provided to generate an acceptable classification model and the security module.

3.1 Data Set
A combination of two different datasets was used as the testing and training data sets to generate and test the trained data model. (Reuters-21578 dataset and a custom generated dataset from Wikipedia texts). For testing purposes of this paper we generated and used two classes (Politics and Music)

3.1.1 Training Data Set
This data set has a class that has labels in it. The class labels are known. Classification model is generated from the training data set which in future is used to predict the class of unknown contents.

3.1.2 Testing Data Set
The data set which has similar description like training dataset but the values of attributes are not known. Values of these attributes are predicted by the previous observations of data. So we start using machine learning algorithm for finding the patterns in the data and then these attributes are associated with the value of the class. Testing data set is used to determine the accuracy of the model. Model is applied on testing data set.

3.2 Training Algorithm
Supervised learning --- the algorithm generates a function that maps inputs to desired outputs. One standard formulation of the supervised learning task is the classification problem: the learner is required to learn (to approximate the behavior of) a function which maps a vector into input-output examples of the function.

The machine learning algorithm we decided to test our strategy is Naive Bayes classifier algorithm which is a conditional probability model. Which is easy to build, understand and debug, thus making it good to show and prove our point without spending too much time on the intricacies of the Machine learning algorithm. As expected the algorithm will have to main parts: the training part and the classifying part.

In addition to the training and classification algorithm, we have also used the implementation of The Porter stemming algorithm (or ‘Porter stemmer’) which is a process for removing the commoner morphological and in flexional endings from words in English. Its main use is as part of a term normalization process that is usually done when setting up Information Retrieval systems.

According to our proposed strategy, we will be separating the training and the classification algorithms to the server side and the client side consecutively. Thus we will use the Training algorithm in Naive bayes to train and save the trained data model as a JSON object on the server.

3.3 Security
We implemented a two-way security feature to secure the classification model and filtering related information from both the server and client side. The steps implemented in this layer are:

1. Generate a Jason Web Tokens (JWT) for every user in the time of registration and download
2. Use the generated JWT as a password (key) to encrypt the generated JSON file (classification model) while sending it to individual clients for access from the client side.

We used the Tiny encryption algorithm to encrypt and decrypt content both form the client and server side. The Tiny Encryption Algorithm which one of the fastest and most efficient cryptographic algorithms is a feistel based block cipher which was developed by David Wheeler and Roger Needham.

4. Filtering Application Layer
This is the main layer of the system used to classify and filter content from the provider site. This layer is completely implemented and hosted on the browser as an extension client side app.

4.1 Filtering Module
This module in the filtering layer is the module that handles DOM processing algorithms that go through the DOM to identify and college’s content that needs to be filtered are implemented within this module.

The main operations inside this module will be DOM manipulation which includes:
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- Loading and collecting DOM content once the document finishes loading from the browser.
- Manipulating DOM content to delete /hide content that satisfies categories set by the user.

4.2 Short Text Classification

Short text classification is implemented in the client side of the application which will be supported by loading the classification model which is loaded to the classification algorithm.

As explained in the section III- C Naive Bayes algorithm will be used both to generate the classification model and classify content.

The only difference from tradition implementation of the algorithm is that this will be implemented on the client side while the training data and algorithm will be available on the server side. The classification algorithm will be able to classify content based on the generated classification model (during the training of the algorithm).

5. Filters Wall

The Filter wall layer contains mostly GUI for collecting data from the user of the system and configuring user settings to the user.

5.1 Web Interface

The web interface of the application is the initial point of contact with the user. The user will be able to download and configure its settings for securing any future communication to the server from the application. The user will be assigned a specific JWT which is stored on the server along with any user data used to generate it and will be used as a key to encrypt data and the classification model whenever the user makes contact with the system. The user will also be able to view and analyze details of blocked contents from a dashboard provide by the web interface of the application.

5.2 Extension Interface

As a proof of concept, we implemented a Chrome extension to show the applicability of our theory to the specify problem. The extension interface will be used to collect and pass user filtering requirements from the client side and interact with the user natively in the browser.

6. Conclusion

Using the proposed strategy, we were able to provide a filtering mechanism from the client side that is more secure, fast and reliable for the users of cloud content providers.

7. Future Work

In this work, we were mainly focused in devising a secured way to filter content from the client side that is intelligent and more accurate. In future works, a deepest and elaborate test need to be done to see the strength of the security technique and the ability of the browser to respond and process to huge classification models stored locally on local storage facility provided by it.
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